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ABSTRACT 
Approximate solutions from classical plasticity have in the past been used to describe the process of 

orthogonal machining. Recently, numerical methods using more complex constitutive models 
[Strenkowski and Carroll (1985), Shih and Yang (1993), Marusich and Ortiz (1995)] have provided more 
accurate data on the state of deformation near the tool tip and the generated new surface in a conventional 
machining process. In this study we have used a viscoplastic material model and an efficient finite element 
approach to examine the process of orthogonal ultraprecision machining. In contrast to previous numerical 
studies the cutting thickness to tool tip radius ratio is finite, which requires the use of highly refined finite 
element meshes to produce accurate solutions. Results are presented showing the effects of tool edge 
geometry, material constants, the coefficient of friction, and depth of cut. The numerical results are 
compared with ultraprecision machining experiments on fine grain copper where thrust and cutting forces 
and the damaged region around the tool tip (whose profile was characterized by atomic force microscopy) 
were carefully measured as a function of the uncut chip thickness. 

INTRODUCTION 
Modeling of the ultraprecision machining process can aid in the understanding of the relative importance 

of various process parameters and ultimately lead to improved methods of generating ultraprecision 
surfaces such as those required for metal optics and single crystal microelectronics substrates. Any 
modeling method should be verified by direct comparison to experimental data. Until recently it has been 
difficult to accurately measure the cutting edge, or sharpness, of a diamond tool; and therefore, most 
models have assumed a infinitely sharp cutting tip. With the relatively new technology of the Atomic 
Force Microscope (AFM), the cutting edge of single crystal diamond tools can be quantitatively described. 
Ultraprecision machining experiments by Lucca, Seo, and Rhorer (1994) using an AFM characterized 
cutting tool and orthogonal geometry have been performed. These experiments have resulted in measured 
cutting and thrust forces for different depths of cut in copper (Te-Cu: 99.4-99.5% Cu, 0.5-0.6% Te, 4-5 
micron grain size, 225 MPa yield strength) with a well characterized diamond tool. By using this actual 
tool tip geometry we have been able to develop a model that can predict cutting and thrust forces for depths 



of cut on the order of the sharpness of the tool. Forces predicted by this numerical model are compared to 
the experimentally measured forces, andlhe extent of the plastically deforming region behind the tool is 
investigated. L 

NUMERICAL APPROACH 
We used the Eulerian finite element code Mantle as our basic computational tool. The code, which uses 

quadratics in 6-node triangles to represent velocity and temperature fields, has been well-tested and 
validated on plane convective flow problems as well as on a conventional orthogonal machining problem. 
Schubert and Anderson (1982) and Laake and Anderson (1991) provide detailed information about the 
code; here we describe features of Mantle that were implemented to study the ultra-precision machining 
problem. The use of a flow code makes unnecessary an artificial tension release algorithm to simulate the 
material separation at the tool tip commonly used in other numerical approaches to the machining problem; 
in our method we calculate the actual stresses and strain rates at the point of separation. 

Our numerical procedure uses a viscoplastic constitutive model as the relationship between strain rate 
and deviatoric stress while the pressure field is developed from the incompressibility requirement on the 
viscoplastic strain rates. The material viscosity p relates the strain rate and deviatoric stress and is taken 
to be of the form 

- .* 
where oY is the material yield stress and Z = o,, I &  (pmX - p) is an effective viscoplastic strain 
rate. This material model approximates perfectly plastic flow at constant yield stress oY f"' large strain 
rates while for small strain rates the flow is nil simulating rigid behavior. The parameters p and pmX, 
which come into play for very large and very small strain rates respectively, were set by the requirements 
of acceptable convergence rates and to not affect the numerical solution in the deforming region around the 
tool tip. For instance, convergence problems arise for large values of pmX because of the reciprocal 
dependence on strain rate; a small change of strain rate causes a large change of viscosity, giving rise to 
large changes in forces. Figure 1 illustrates the variation of material viscosity p with effective viscoplastic 
strain rate for the case of pmax = 1.0 x 1O'O Pa-s and ST = 10. Pa-s, which were used in the calculations 
presented later in this paper. For oY = 225 MPa, the transition strain rate Z, which separates the rigid and 
plastic regions, is equal to 0.013 s-', which is at least 6 orders of magnitude below the strain rates 
calculated in the vicinity of the tool tip. 

The friction process in metal cutting is complicated as has been described by Finnie and Shaw (1954). 
According to Finnie and Shaw (1954). "use of a coefficient of tool-face friction is limited by a lack of an 
explanation for the wide range of values obtained when only the rake angle is varied and for the increasing 
tendency for complete adhesion and formation of a built-up edge with decreased rake angle. These effects 
are in clear contrast to the friction observed between clean, dry, smooth surface sliding in air." None the 
less, in the absence of experimental data to the contrary, a constant coefficient of friction was maintained 
on the contact surface between tool workpiece by modifying the so called Robin boundary condition, 
which relates linearly the relative tangential velocity and frictional stress at the contacting surface. In the 
MANTLE code the frictional stress, 

TXtY' = C,UX' 

where ' 5 x ~ y e  is the shear stress at the boundary surface of a sliding viscoplastic material, uxl is the 
velocity parallel to the surface, and C, is the Robin coefficient. Thus, the Robin boundary condition 
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FIGURE 1. VARIATION OF MATERIAL VISCOSITY PARAMETER p OF EQ. (1) WITH 
FFECTIVE VlS$OPLASTlC STRAIN RATE FOR THE CASE& = 10 Pa-s AND 
pmax = 1.0~10 Pa - s. 

relates the shear stress to the velocity at a surface, with no dependence on the normal force between the 
material and the surface. The traditional friction force is modeled as 

where a is the coefficient of friction and p is the pressure transmitted between the material and the 
surface. The coefficient of friction relates the shear stress at the boundary surface to the pressure normal to 
the surface, with no dependence on the relative velocity between the material and the surface. The heat 
generated with this boundary condition is given by the product of the tangential force and the tangential 
velocity. For a plastic or viscoplastic material, there is a theoretical upper-limit to the magnitude of 
frictional force at a boundary. The maximum tangential stress on a boundary, k, is given by: 

1 

2 
k = -(oy -F E) (4) 

The Mantle code can be made to simulate a frictional contact force by choosing the Robin coefficient 
correctly. By equating the shear stress in each model, the appropriate coefficient is: 

ap /u , ,  if a p < k  
" = {  k / u x g  if a p > k  



The transmitted pressure, shear stress, and heat generation at contacting nodes can then be determined from 
the reaction forces computed at these nsdes and iteration between Eqs. (2) and (5) [with Eq. (4) as a 
constraint) gave a good approximation to tfie traditional friction model. 

Finally, the configuration of the chip and workpiece surfaces as they are deformed by the cutting 
operation were determined by the "shooting method" to maintain these surfaces on streamlines of the 
materid flow. 

SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
The workpiece material simulated in these studies was Tellurium - Copper (Te-Cu) with composition 

99.5% Cu and 0.5% Te and with a grain size of 4-5 microns. The yield strength of the work material is 
225 MPa. which was used for (T in Equation (1). The parameters and j.tmaxin Equation (1) were 
taken to be 10.0 Pa-s and 10*OPa-s, respectively. 

The two profiles ("new" and "worn" tools) of the cutting tools that were used in the experimental and 
numerical investigations are shown in Figure 2. These profiles were based on the experimentally- 
measured edge geometry. The wear of the tool occurs primarily on the clearance face. The nominal rake 
and clearance angles of the cutting tool were 0 degrees and 11 degrees, respectively. An "effective edge 
radius" of a tool edge can be loosely defined as the radius of the circle that is tangent to the rake and 
clearance faces of the tool and "most closely fits" the actual tool profile. The effective edge radii of the 
two profiles used in the investigations were approximately 0.1 micron and 0.25 micron for the new and 
worn tool profiles, respectively. Note, however, that the actual profiles were not circular. 

A picture of a typical finite element mesh used in the Mantle machining simulations is shown in 
Figure 3. Different meshes had to be created for each depth of cut, and for both of the cutting tool profiles. 
Because the true depth of cut was not known before the solution was computed, sixteen meshes were made 
(eight for each tool profile) with differing nominal depths of cut, where the nominal depth of cut was 
defined as the distance from the top surface of the incoming work material to the theoretical intersection of 
the rake and clearance faces of the cutting tool. The true depths of cut (defined as the distance from the top 
surface of the incoming work material to the top surface of the exiting work material) ranged from 0.024 
microns to 1.45 microns. 

The meshes employed six-node quadratic isoparametric triangular elements. In order 10 reduce 
computational time but maintain accuracy, it was attempted to create meshes with small, well-shaped 
elements in the vicinity of the contact zone between the work and the tool where the strain-rate gradients 
were large, but allow large elements at points far away from the contact zone where the material flow was 
essentially rigid-body. The design of the meshes was also constrained by the requirement for "logically- 
rectangular" regions adjacent to all free surfaces of the work material. These regions of the mesh were 
iteratively repositioned such that the three free surfaces (i.e.. the top surface of the incoming work material, 
the free surface of the chip downstream of the contact zone on the rake face of the cutting tool, and the free 
surface of the workpiece downstream of the contact zone on the clearance face of the cutting tool) were 
made to lie on streamlines of the flow. The mesh in the Figure 3 shows the work material shape afrer 
Mantle iteratively repositioned the mesh's free surfaces. 

Numerous simulations were conducted to investigate the influence of the pseudo-viscosity p, the 
coefficient of friction, and the cutting speed on the calculated results. Neither of the former two quantities 
are assumed to be inherent properties of the workpiece material, but rather as quantities of an approximate 
material law for the high strain rate behavior near the tool tip. They are selected to match the available 
experimental data as well as possible. We made calculations with equal to 0, 10 and 100 Pa-s and with 
two cutting speeds of 0.8 m/s and 1.6 m/s. The results are summarized in Table 1 for a nominal depth-of- 
cut of 0.1 pm,  and for a coefficient of friction of 0.0. 

Y 
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FIGURE 2. NEW AND WORN TOOL PROFILES. 
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FIGURE 3. TYPICAL FINITE ELEMENT MESH USED IN ULTRA-PRECISION MACHINING 
SIMULATIONS. MESH PORTRAYED USES 682 QUADRATIC TRIANGLES AND 
1462 NODAL POINTS. 



TABLE 1. INFLUENCE OF AND CUTTING SPEED ON PREDICTED CU7TlNG FORCES 
AND - CHIP THICKNESS. - 

cutting speed 

ii 0.8 d s  1.6 m/s 
0.0 true depth of cut pm 0.042 0.042 

chip thickness pm 0.162 0.162 
cutting force N/m -73.7 -73.7 
thrust force Nlm -89.5 -89.5 

10.0 
true depth of cut pm 0.042 0.041 
chip thickness prn 0.141 0.139 
cutting force N/m -113. -142. 
thrust force N/m -112. - 125. 

100.0 
true depth of cut pm 0.040 0.05 1 
chip thickness prn 0.170 0.203 
cutting force Nlm -346. -565. 
thrust force N/m -176. -229. 

A perfectly-plastic material would be modeled in Mantle with pseudo-viscosity, p, of 0. For this material, 
it would be expected that the cutting forces would have no dependence on the cutting speed, and this is 
confirmed by the results presented in Table 1. 

For the studies of the effect of the friction coefficient, we found that up to a critical value of coefficient 
of friction, the thickness of the chip and the cutting forces become greater as the coefficient of friction 
increases, but the (true) depth of cut is not strongly affected. However, beyond a coefficient of friction 0.3, 
the material is mostly "stuck" to the cutting tool, and the forces and thickness do not continue to increase. 
It must be noted that, for these cases, an insufficient length of the chip was included in the meshes that 
were used - Le, the entire length of chip that was modeled is stuck to the tool; the portion of the chip 
downstream from there (where sliding and separation from the tool occur) was not included in the mesh. 

of 10 and a coefficient of friction of 0.1 were used; this 
value of gave a modest 25 percent increase in thrust force above the value for perfect plasticity p=O. 

For the simulation discussed later a value of 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The following simulations used a cutting speed of 0.8 d s ,  which was the cutting speed used to generate 

the experimental data. The cutting and thrust forces calculated by Mantle are plotted in Figures 4 and 5.  
The experimentally-measured forces taken from Lucca. Seo and Rhorer (1994) are also shown in these 
figures. Data for both the new and the worn tool profiles is included (thus, there are four curves on each 

For depths of cut above approximateIy 1 micron, there is little difference between the new and worn tool 
profiles, for both the cutting and thrust force. At depths of cut much larger than the effective radius of the 
cutting tool, the difference between a new and a worn tool profile becomes negligible, and the forces 
depend only on the depth of cut. 

The cutting force is approximately linearly proportional to the depth of cut over the entire range of 
depths of cut. However, the thrust force, especially the thrust force for the worn tool profile, shows two 
different regimes: for small depths of cut (below approximately 1 micron), the thrust force (especially for 
the worn tool profile) is nearly constant, whereas above approximately 1 micron, the thrust force is 
approximately linearly proportional to the depth of cut. 

plot). 
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FIGURE 4. CUTTING FORCE CALCULATED FOR NEW AND WORN TOOL PROFILES AS 
WELL AS EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR TRUE DEPTHS OF CUT (TDOC) 
BETWEEN 0.01 AND 10 pm. 
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Above a depth of cut of 1 micron, the ratio of the thrust force to the cutting force is nearly constant 
(approximately 0.3). Below this depth ofcut, the ratio increases rapidly for the worn tool profile, but only 
slowly for the new tool profile. The thrust force on the worn tool profile is greater than the cutting force 
for depths of cut less than approximately 0.2 microns, but the thrust force on the new tool profile is never 
greater than the cutting force. The difference in the ratio of the thrust force to cutting force between the 
new and worn tool profiles may be explained by considering the length of contact on the clearance face of 
the tool. The worn tool profile is in contact with the work material over a longer length on the clearance 
face than the new tool profile, but both profiles have approximately the same contact length on the rake 
face of the tool. A longer clearance-face contact length results in a greater thrust force on the cutting tool; 
however, this effect is only noticeable for small depths of cut, because for large depths of cut the clearance- 
face contact length (for the new or worn tool profile) is much smaller than the rake face contact length. 

The final three figures illustrate the effective stress and effective strain rate contour plots for the case of 
a 0.041 micron depth of cut with a worn tool profile. Figure 6 illustrates the extent of the plastically 
deforming region, defined by i* =0.013 [see Eq. (I)], in the region of the tool. The plastically 
deforming region behind the tool tip is an approximately triangular region of depth 0.15 pm and lateral 
extent 0.18pm. The back surface of the work piece is very regular as seen in Figure 6, indicating a very 
smooth surface. Figure 7 is a color contour plot of the effective strain-rate around the tool. The strain- 
rates range from up to values between IO6 and IO7 s-', and the strain-rate field is fairly diffuse around 
the tool tip profile. At a strain rate of 2 = 5x106 s-', the effective stress, shown in Figure 8, is about 
equally apportioned between plastic flow and viscous flow, that is G Y / &  and ji i n  Eq. ( I )  are 
comparable. Finally, Figure 8 shows that the effective stress takes on the appearance of a shear line 
emanating from the base of the cutting tool to the intersection of the chip and workpiece. 

E€ fective Strain Rate = 

FIGURE 6. REGION AROUND THE TOOL TIP SHOWING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE 
RIGID AND VISCOPLASTICALLY DEFORMING REGIONS FOR A 0.041 pm 
DEPTH OF CUT WITH THE WORN TOOL PROFILE. 
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